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Google Outlook Contacts Sync is a lightweight software application whose purpose is to help you perform synchronisation
operations between your Outlook contacts and Gmail account. The layout is intuitive enough to be configured without having to
consult a help manual or watch online tutorials. The program gives you the possibility to carry out the synchronization process by

providing details about your Google account (username and password) and selecting the synchronization interval (in minutes).
What’s more, you can choose the updating direction (Outlook to Google or Google to Outlook), and check the session log for

additional information about the entire process and possible errors. In order to avoid losing important data, you should create a
backup before proceeding with the synchronization process. Since it doesn’t require much computer knowledge to work with this
utility, even less experienced users can master the entire process with minimum effort. During our testing we have noticed that
Google Outlook Contacts Sync carries out a task quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. As it would be

expected from such a small utility, it remains light on system resources, so it doesn’t burden the overall performance of the
computer, nor interfere with other programs’ functionality. To sum things up, Google Outlook Contacts Sync seems to be the right
choice in case you are looking for a simple-to-use application that comes packed with only a few configuration settings to tinker

with. It can be easily installed and configured by all types of users, regardless of their experience level. What's new in version 6.12
Google Contacts Sync 6.12 crack, Google Contacts Sync 6.12 serial key, Google Contacts Sync 6.12 activator Google Contacts

Sync is a lightweight software application whose purpose is to help you perform synchronisation operations between your Outlook
contacts and Gmail account. The layout is intuitive enough to be configured without having to consult a help manual or watch
online tutorials. The program gives you the possibility to carry out the synchronization process by providing details about your

Google account (username and password) and selecting the synchronization interval (in minutes). What’s more, you can choose the
updating direction (Outlook to Google or Google to Outlook), and check the session log for additional information about the

entire process and possible errors. In order to avoid losing important data, you should create a backup before proceeding with the
synchronization process. Since it doesn’t require much computer knowledge to
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Google Outlook Contacts Sync is a lightweight software application whose purpose is to help you perform synchronisation
operations between your Outlook contacts and Gmail account. The layout is intuitive enough to be configured without having to
consult a help manual or watch online tutorials. The program gives you the possibility to carry out the synchronization process by

providing details about your Google account (username and password) and selecting the synchronization interval (in minutes).
What’s more, you can choose the updating direction (Outlook to Google or Google to Outlook), and check the session log for

additional information about the entire process and possible errors. In order to avoid losing important data, you should create a
backup before proceeding with the synchronization process. Since it doesn’t require much computer knowledge to work with this
utility, even less experienced users can master the entire process with minimum effort. During our testing we have noticed that
Google Outlook Contacts Sync carries out a task quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. As it would be

expected from such a small utility, it remains light on system resources, so it doesn’t burden the overall performance of the
computer, nor interfere with other programs’ functionality. To sum things up, Google Outlook Contacts Sync seems to be the right
choice in case you are looking for a simple-to-use application that comes packed with only a few configuration settings to tinker

with. It can be easily installed and configured by all types of users, regardless of their experience level. Key Features: - The
interface is very simple to understand, making it easy for even beginners to use the program - Google account information
(username and password) is used to connect to the account - In-program help is available - Synchronization process can be
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performed on either direction - Session log is included so you can easily see what’s going on - Supports IMAP4, POP3, and
WebDAV protocols for Outlook. - Can import/export contacts from the program to external applications such as Google Contacts

and Microsoft Outlook - Last but not least, it is entirely free of charge. Also in the free version you’ll get: - 10 contact history
traces - 5 synchronization history traces - 30-day trial for each user - Fully configurable options for individual contact

management - Help and support Google Outlook Contacts Sync Homepage: Contacts 1d6a3396d6
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1. Excel and PowerPoint to Google Docs Get anything from Excel to PowerPoint and Google Docs in one! 2. Import from Gmail
Import emails from your Gmail account into the Microsoft Outlook, so you can use your emails with the Outlook. 3. Import from
Outlook Import contacts from Outlook into Gmail. 5. Import from Contacts.com Import contacts from Contacts.com into Gmail.
7. Import from Google Talk Import contacts from Google Talk into Gmail. 8. Google Contacts Get Gmail Contacts in the
Outlook. 9. Import from Google Calendar Import events and tasks into your Google calendar and Google calendar in the Outlook.
10. Transfer contacts from Gmail to Outlook Transfer contacts from Gmail to Outlook. 12. Export to Gmail Export contacts to
Gmail. 14. Export from Google Docs Export Google Docs to Outlook. 15. Import from Google Docs Import contacts from Google
Docs into Outlook. 17. Import from Picasa Import contacts from Picasa into Gmail. 18. Import from Google Calendar Import
Google Calendar events into Outlook. 19. Import from Google Talk Import contacts from Google Talk into Outlook. 20. Import
from Google Contacts Import contacts from Google Contacts into Outlook. 21. Gmail Email Attachments Viewer View and
download emails attachments directly from Gmail. 22. Import from Google Gears Import Google Gears files to your Outlook. 23.
Import from Google File Explorer Import contacts from Google File Explorer into your Outlook. 24. Import from Ocarina Import
contacts from Ocarina into Gmail. 25. Import from Google Docs Import contacts from Google Docs into Outlook. 26. Import
from Evernote Import contacts from Evernote into Gmail. 27. Import from OpenRefine Import contacts from OpenRefine into
Gmail. 28. Import from Yahoo! Mail Import contacts from Yahoo! Mail into Gmail. 30. Import from Google Wave Import
contacts from Google Wave into Gmail. 33. Import from Google Sites Import contacts from Google Sites into Gmail. 34. Import
from Twitter Import contacts from Twitter into Gmail. 38. Import from FeedBurner Import contacts from FeedBurner into Gmail.
41. Import from Google Voice Import contacts from Google Voice into Gmail. 44. Import from Facebook Import contacts from
Facebook into Gmail. 46. Import from Google

What's New in the Google Outlook Contacts Sync?

Google Outlook Contacts Sync is a software program whose purpose is to help you perform synchronisation operations between
your Outlook contacts and Gmail account. The layout is intuitive enough to be configured without having to consult a help manual
or watch online tutorials. The program gives you the possibility to carry out the synchronization process by providing details about
your Google account (username and password) and selecting the synchronization interval (in minutes). What’s more, you can
choose the updating direction (Outlook to Google or Google to Outlook), and check the session log for additional information
about the entire process and possible errors. In order to avoid losing important data, you should create a backup before proceeding
with the synchronization process. Since it doesn’t require much computer knowledge to work with this utility, even less
experienced users can master the entire process with minimum effort. During our testing we have noticed that Google Outlook
Contacts Sync carries out a task quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. As it would be expected from
such a small utility, it remains light on system resources, so it doesn’t burden the overall performance of the computer, nor
interfere with other programs’ functionality. To sum things up, Google Outlook Contacts Sync seems to be the right choice in case
you are looking for a simple-to-use application that comes packed with only a few configuration settings to tinker with. It can be
easily installed and configured by all types of users, regardless of their experience level. Extras: 1. Extension to download contacts
from Outlook to Gmail, you can also download from Gmail to Outlook. 2. You can work with multiple contacts at the same time.
3. You can convert contacts in many formats. 4. You can export a list of your contacts. 5. You can auto-complete names. Google
Outlook Contacts Sync is a lightweight software application whose purpose is to help you perform synchronisation operations
between your Outlook contacts and Gmail account. The layout is intuitive enough to be configured without having to consult a
help manual or watch online tutorials. The program gives you the possibility to carry out the synchronization process by providing
details about your Google account (username and password) and selecting the synchronization interval (in minutes). What’s more,
you can choose the updating direction (Outlook to Google or Google to Outlook), and check the session log for additional
information about the entire process and possible errors. In order to avoid losing important data, you should create a backup
before proceeding with the synchronization process. Since it doesn’t require much computer knowledge to work with this utility,
even less experienced users can master the entire process with minimum effort. During our testing we have noticed that Google
Outlook Contacts Sync carries out a task quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. As it would
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System Requirements For Google Outlook Contacts Sync:

Mac OSX 10.9 or higher 2GB RAM 2GB Hard Disk 30MB available hard disk space for the installation At least 300MB free disk
space for the installation Vista or higher Windows XP, Windows 7 or higher Windows 8 or higher Mac OSX 10.8 or higher
Windows Vista or higher Windows 7 or higher Windows 8 or higher Windows 10 or higher Mac OSX 10.9 or higher Mac OSX
10.8 or higher Windows Vista or higher Windows 7 or higher Mac OSX 10.9 or higher 4
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